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1 Introduction

There are two methods that are widely used in order to formally prove a property of a given

design implementation. Thedeductive methods(e.g. [MP91c]), schematically present proof rules

consisting of a list of premises and a conclusion. Typically, the premises are assertions (state

formulas) and the conclusion is temporal. For given auxiliary assertion, ranking function, and a

proof for the premises, the user can conclude the validity ofthe property. On the other hand there

aremodel checking methods(e.g. [KPR98], [KPRS02]). Model checking systematically explore

all reachable states and possible computations, and check that none of them can falsify the property.

Model checking techniques have the advantage of being fullyautomatic and requiring no strong

familiarity with the design being analyzed. Another important feature which makes model check-

ing appealing, is the automatic generation of counter example in case of failure. On the down side,

since all model checking algorithms are exponential in the size of the designs, their applicability

is limited to designs whose size is not too big. The emergenceof symbolic methods to implement

model checking has dramatically improved the scale of designs being verified. However, we still

have a long way to go in order to consider large industrial scale designs.

Deductive techniques employ symbolic representation, andthus do not suffer directly from

model checking state explosion. Avoiding the size limitation makes deductive methods much more

attractive for designs of a larger scale. However deductivemethods too suffer from fundamental

weaknesses. The main disadvantage of deductive methods is the fact that they demand user inge-

nuity to provide appropriate auxiliary assertions, and ranking functions (as shown in an example

in [MP95]). Another disadvantage is that deductive methodsdo not produce a counter example. It

follows that also Deductive methods still have much to do in order to improve user usability and

accessibility.

Meanwhile, another innovative approach has recently won increasing attention. Instead of

implementing a design, devising a specification, and struggling with either of the described above

techniques to prove its correctness,synthesisoffer a new tempting alternative to verification. Given
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a property, synthesis promises to produce an implementation of the design which will satisfy the

property.

In spite of the double exponential lower bound established in [PR89] for synthesis, there have

been few attempts over the years to overcome this hopelesslyhigh complexity. These were usually

based on consideration of a restricted, simpler, or partialfragments ofLTL . Thus, it has been

shown that the synthesis problem can be solved in polynomialtime (e.g. [AMPS98], [AT04]). Our

recent results in [PPS06], have shown that there exists a polynomial time solution (of complexity

N3) for many expressive specifications of hardware designs belonging to the class ofGeneralized

Reactivity[1] formulas (GR[1]), i.e. formulas of the form

(0 1 p1 ∧ · · · ∧ 0 1 pm) → (0 1 q1 ∧ · · · ∧ 0 1 qn) (1)

In this thesis we propose to focus on the following topics:

• A new deductive rule for liveness under compassion (strong fairness), and its implementation

in PVS. A paper summarizing our preliminary results on this topic have been submitted to the

VMCAI’08 conference (and is added as an appendix to the proposal).

• An algorithm for the synthesis of GR[1] specifications ([PPS06]), followed by:

1. Optimizing both the algorithm of construction, and the resulting automata.

2. Devising a better reasoning with the strategy being implemented, leading to a better diag-

nostic tool for the user of this methodology.

The proposal is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce several preliminary notions. We

first present the computational model of fair discrete system with its related notions of fairness.

We then view the problem of realizability and synthesis through the perspective of games. In

Section 3 we discuss the various approaches for proving liveness properties under compassion

(strong fairness). We start by presenting the legacy deductive rule [MP91a] for proving response

properties. At the second half of Section 3 we present a new rule which has been developed as part
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of this thesis, while discussing its innovative direct approach to handle compassion requirements.

Finally, in Section 4 we show how to solve synthesis games, and discus future improvements in

order to scale the algorithm to deal with larger designs.

2 Preliminaries

As a general note, we encourage the reader to review the fragment ofLinear Temporal Logic(LTL ),

which we adopt as a specification language across this proposal. ([MP91b], [MP91c], [MP95])

2.1 Computational Model

As a computational model for reactive systems we take the model of fair discrete systems(FDS)

[KP00]. A systemD : 〈V,Θ, ρ,J , C〉 consists of the following components:

• V = {u1, . . . , un}: A finite set of Boolean variables. We define astates to be an interpretation

of V . For a states and a system variableui ∈ V , we denote bys[ui] the value assigned toui by

the states. Let Σ denote the set of all states overV . An assertionis a first-order formula over

V . A states satisfies an assertionϕ denoteds |= ϕ, if s[ϕ] = true. We say thats is aϕ-state

if s |= ϕ.

• Θ: The initial condition, an assertion characterizing the initial states.

• ρ: A transition relation, an assertionρ(V, V ′), relating a states ∈ Σ to its D-successor state

s′ ∈ Σ. We require that every states ∈ Σ has at least oneD-successor. This is often ensured by

including inρ the idling disjunctV = V ′ (also called thestutteringstep).

• J : A set of justice(weak fairness) requirements. Each justice requirementJ ∈ J is an asser-

tion, intended to guarantee that every computation contains infinitely manyJ-states.

• C: A set ofcompassion(strong fairness) requirements. Each compassion requirement is a pair

〈p, q〉 ∈ C of assertions, intended to guarantee that every computation containing infinitely

manyp-states also contains infinitely manyq-states.
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Let D be aFDS as above. We define acomputationof D to be an infinite sequence of states

σ: s0, s1, s2, ..., satisfying the following requirements:

• Initiality: s0 is initial, i.e.,s0 |= Θ.

• Consecution: For eachj = 0, 1, ..., statesj+1 is aD-successor ofsj. I.e.,〈sj , sj+1〉 |= ρ(V, V ′)

where, for eachv ∈ V , we interpretv assj [v] andv′ assj+1[v].

• Justice: For eachJ ∈ J , σ contains infinitely many occurrences ofJ-states

• Compassion: For each〈p, q〉 ∈ C, if σ contains infinitely many occurrences ofp-states, it must

also contain infinitely many occurrences ofq-states.

We say thatFDSD implementsspecificationϕ if every computation ofD satisfiesϕ.

We say that aFDS is a fairness-freeFDS, if it has no fairness requirements. A system with

no justice requirements is called acompassionate discrete system(CDS). Any FDS can also be

easily converted to an equivalentCDS by simply convertingJ ∈ J to the equivalent requirement

〈1, J〉 ∈ C. A system with no compassion requirements is called ajust discrete system(JDS).

Any FDS can be converted to an equivalentJDS which is exponential in the size of compassion

requirements ([Cho74], [KPP05]).

2.2 Realizability and Synthesis

Assume two sets of variablesX andY . IntuitivelyX is the set of input variables controlled by the

environment, andY is the set of system variables. With no loss of generality, weassume that all

variables are Boolean. Given a specificationϕ, realizabilityamounts to checking whether there ex-

ists anopen controllerthat satisfiesϕ. Such a controller can be represented as an automaton which,

at any step, inputs values of theX variables and outputs values for theY variables.Synthesisoffer

the construction of such a controller.

Realizability for LTL specifications is 2EXPTIME-complete [PR90]. We are interested in a

subset ofLTL for which we can solve realizability and synthesis in polynomial time. The speci-
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fications we consider are of the formϕ = ϕe → ϕs. We require thatϕα for α ∈ {e, s} can be

rewritten as a conjunction of the following parts.

• ϕα
i - a Boolean formula which characterizes the initial states of the implementation.

• ϕα
t - a formula of the form

∧
i∈I 0 Bi where eachBi is a Boolean combination of variables from

X ∪ Y and expressions of the form2 v wherev ∈ X if α = e, andv ∈ X ∪ Y otherwise.

• ϕα
g - a formula of the form

∧
i∈I 0 1 Bi where eachBi is a Boolean formula.

It turns out that most of the specifications written in practice can be rewritten or converted to this

format.

2.2.1 Game Structures [GTW02]

We reduce the realizability problem of aLTL formula to the decision of winner in games. We

consider two-player game played between a system and an environment. The goal of the system is

to satisfy the specification regardless of the actions of theenvironment.

A game structure(GS) G : 〈V,X ,Y ,Θe,Θs, ρe, ρs, ϕ〉 consists of the following component.

• V = {u1, . . . , un} : A finite set of typedstate variablesover finite domains. We define astate

s to be an interpretation ofV . For a states and a variableui ∈ V , we denote bys[ui] the value

assigned toui by the states. LetΣ denote the set of all states overV . An assertionis a Boolean

formula overV . A states satisfies an assertionϕ denoteds |= ϕ, if s[ϕ] = true. We say thats

is aϕ-state ifs |= ϕ.

• X ⊆ V : A set of input variables. These are variables controlled by the environment. LetX

denote the possible valuations to variables inX .

• Y = V \ X : A set of output variables. These are variables controlled by the system. LetY

denote the possible valuations for the variables inY .
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• Θe: The environmentinitial condition. An assertion overX characterizing the requirements

of the environment for the initial states ofG. A states is called anenvironment-initial stateif

s |= Θe.

• Θs: The systeminitial condition. An assertion overV characterizing the requirements of the

system for the initial states ofG. A states is calledinitial if it satisfiesΘs.

• ρe(X ,Y ,X
′): Thetransition relationof the environment. An assertion, relating a states ∈ Σ to

a possible input value~x′ ∈ X, by referring to the unprimed copies ofX andY , and the primed

copies ofX .

• ρs(X ,Y ,X
′,Y ′): The transition relationof the system. This is an assertion, relating a state

s ∈ Σ and an input value~x′ ∈ X to an output value~y′ ∈ Y , by referring to the primed and

unprimed copies ofV .

• ϕ: The winning condition, given by anLTL formula.

For two statess ands′ of G, s′ is asuccessorof s if (s, s′) |= ρe ∧ ρs. A playσ of G is a maximal

sequence of statesσ : s0, s1, . . . satisfyinginitiality namelys0 |= Θ, andconsecutionnamely, for

eachj ≥ 0, sj+1 is a successor ofsj . LetG be aGS andσ be a play ofG.

A play σ is winning for the systemif it is infinite and satisfiesϕ. Otherwise,σ is winning for

the environment. A strategyfor the system is a partial functionf : Σ+ × X 7→ Y such that if

σ = s0, . . . sn then for every~x′ ∈ X such thatρe(sn, ~x
′) = 1 we haveρs(sn, ~x

′, f(σ · ~x′)) = 1.

Let f be a strategy for the system, ands0 ∈ Σ. A play s0, s1, . . . is said to becompliantwith

strategyf if for all i ≥ 0 we havef(s0, . . . , si, si+1[X ]) = si+1[Y ], wheresi+1[X ] andsi+1[Y ] are

the restrictions ofsi+1 to variable setsX andY , respectively. Strategyf is winningfor the system

from states ∈ ΣG if all s-plays (plays departing froms) which are compliant withf are winning

for the system. We denote byWs the set of states from which there exists a winning strategy for the

system. Astrategyfor player environment,winning strategy, and thewinning setWe are defined

dually. A GS G is said to bewinning for the system if every environment-initial states0 can be

modified to an initial statẽs0 such that̃s0 ∈Ws ands̃0[X ] = s0[X ].
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Given anLTL specificationϕe → ϕs as explained above and sets of input and output variables

X andY we construct aGS as follows. Letϕα = ϕα
i ∧ ϕα

t ∧ ϕα
g for α ∈ {e, s}. Then, forΘe

andΘs, we takeϕe
i andϕs

i , respectively. Letϕα
t =

∧
i∈I 0 Bi, thenρα =

∧
i∈I τ(Bi), where the

translationτ replaces each instance of2 v by v′. Finally, we setϕ = ϕe
g → ϕs

g. We solvethe

game, attempting to decide whether the game is winning for the environment or the system. If the

environment is winning the specification isunrealizable. If the system is winning, wesynthesizea

winning strategy which is aworking implementation, out of the system strategy.

3 Deductive Rule for Response under Compassion

The deductive theory of temporal verification presents several rules for proving typical temporal

properties ([MP91a]). Each rule consists of a list of premisesϕ1, . . . , ϕn and a temporal conclusion

ψ. If premisesϕ1, . . . , ϕn are successfully proved, the user can conclude the validityof the tem-

poral propertyψ (i.e. ϕ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕn → ψ). Typically,ϕ1, . . . , ϕn are assertions (i.e. non-temporal

formulas), while the conclusionψ is temporal. An exception to the typical case is ruleF-WELL,

where one of the premises is a response property by itself.

3.1 The Legacy Recursive Rule

We first present ruleF-WELL, which is derived from the proof rule presented in [MP91a]. It

is modified in order to represent the transition from the computational model offair transition

systemsto that offair discrete systems. The rule is presented in Fig. 1.

TheFDS(D\{(pi, qi)}) is obtained by removing fromD the compassion requirement(pi, qi). Thus,

(D\{(pi, qi)}) has one compassion requirement less thanD. As seen, if some of the helpful re-

quirements are compassionate, a recursive call is made (C4.). The recursive call establishes a

similar temporal property over a system with fewer compassion requirements.
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RuleF-WELL

For a well-founded domainA : (W,≻),
assertionsp, q, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn,,
fairness requirementsF1, . . . , Fn ∈ J ∪ C,,
and ranking functions∆1 , . . . ,∆n where each∆i : Σ 7→ A

W1. p =⇒ q ∨
∨n

j=1 ϕj

For eachi = 1, . . . , n,

W2. ϕi ∧ ρ =⇒ q′ ∨ (ϕ′
i ∧ ∆i = ∆′

i) ∨
(∨n

j=1(ϕ
′
j ∧ ∆i ≻ ∆′

j)
)

W3. If Fi = (pi, qi) ∈ C then
C3. ϕi =⇒ ¬qi

C4. (D\{(pi, qi)}) |= (ϕi =⇒ 1 (pi ∨ ¬ϕi))
Otherwise (Fi = Ji ∈ J ),

J3. ϕi =⇒ ¬Ji

D |= (p =⇒ 1 q)

Figure 1: Deductive ruleF-WELL

3.2 Flat Rule for Accessibility

In Fig. 2 we present proof rule FAIR-RESPONSEwhich establishes the response propertyp =⇒1 q for a CDSD. This is the first deductive rule for response property undercompassion, in which

all the premises are non-temporal and only the conclusion istemporal.

The new rule has been implemented in the theorem proverPVS [OSRSC99] as a part of thePVS-

based temporal proverTLPVS [AP03]. To do so, we had to prove the soundness of the FAIR-

RESPONSErule within PVS. We had also apply the rule to prove the response property to few

examples.

Not much work had been done in order to directly deal with compassion requirements. Usually,

the compassion has been reduce away to a compassion free structure (i.e. by reducing theFDS to

a JDS). This approach augment the structure with auxiliary variables, exponential in the size of

compassion requirements ([Cho74]). The new rule enables the verification of a response property

under compassion, without the additional price of these extra variables.
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Rule FAIR-RESPONSE

For a well-founded domainA : (W,≻),
assertionsp, q, ϕ1, . . . , ϕn,

compassion requirements(p1, q1), . . . , (pn, qn) ∈ C,

and ranking functions∆1 , . . . ,∆n where each∆i : Σ 7→ W

R1. p =⇒ q ∨
∨n

j=1(pj ∧ ϕj)

For eachi = 1, . . . , n,

R2. pi ∧ ϕi ∧ ρ =⇒ q′ ∨
∨n

j=1(p
′
j ∧ ϕ′

j)

R3. ϕi ∧ ρ =⇒ q′ ∨ (ϕ′
i ∧ ∆i = ∆′

i) ∨
∨n

j=1

(
p′j ∧ ϕ′

j ∧ ∆i ≻ ∆′
j

)

R4. ϕi =⇒ ¬qi

p =⇒ 1 q

Figure 2: Deductive rule FAIR-RESPONSE

4 Design Synthesis

A challenging problem, which was first identified as Church‘sproblem ([Chu63]), and recently

received new interest ([PPS06]), is the problem of automatic synthesis of programs and designs

from logical specifications. Several previous methods havebeen proposed for its solution e.g.

[BL69], [Rab72], and has been considered again in the context of LTL specification in [CE81],

[MW84], [PR89]. The two prevalent approaches to solving thesynthesis problem were by reducing

it to the emptiness problem of tree automata, and viewing it as the solution of a two-person game.

In [PPS06] we have shown that there exists a polynomial time solution (N3) for many expressive

specifications of hardware designs from the class of GR[1].

4.1 Solving GR[1] Games ([PPS06])

For the usual construction and interpretation ofµ-calculus formulas, we refer the reader to [Koz83],

[EL86], [KPP05], [PPS06]. LetG: 〈V,X ,Y ,Θe,Θs, ρe, ρs, ϕ〉 be aGS, whereϕ is of the form:

ϕ =
m∧

i=1

0 1 J1

i →
n∧

j=1

0 1 J2

j
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HereJ1
i andJ2

j are sets of Boolean formulas. [KPP05] refers to these as generalized Streett[1]

games and provide the followingµ-calculus formula to solve them. Letj ⊕ 1 = (j mod n) + 1.

ϕ = ν




Z1

Z2

...

...

Zn







µY

(
m∨

i=1

νX(J2

1 ∧ 4 Z2 ∨ 4 Y ∨ ¬J1

i ∧ 4 X)

)

µY

(
m∨

i=1

νX(J2

2 ∧ 4 Z3 ∨ 4 Y ∨ ¬J1

i ∧ 4 X)

)

...

...

µY

(
m∨

i=1

νX(J2

n ∧ 4 Z1 ∨ 4 Y ∨ ¬J1

i ∧ 4 X)

)




(2)

Intuitively, for j ∈ [1..n] andi ∈ [1..m] the greatest fixpointνX(J2
j ∧4 Zj⊕1 ∨ 4 Y ∨ ¬J1

i ∧4 X)

characterizes the set of states from which the system can force the play either to stay indefinitely in

¬J1
i states (thus violating the left hand side of the implication) or in a finite number of steps reach

a state in the setJ2
j ∧ 4 Zj⊕1 ∨ 4 Y . The two outer fixpoints make sure that the system wins from

the setJ2
j ∧ 4 Zj⊕1 ∨ 4 Y . The least fixpointµY makes sure that the unconstrained phase of a

play represented by the disjunct4 Y is finite and ends in aJ2
j ∧ 4 Zj⊕1 state. Finally, the greatest

fixpoint νZj is responsible for ensuring that, after visitingJ2
j , we can loop and visitJ2

j⊕1 and so

on. By the cyclic dependence of the outermost greatest fixpoint, either all the sets inJ2
j are visited

or getting stuck in some inner greatest fixpoint, where someJ1
i is visited only finitely many times.

[PPS06] continues to show that with the intermediate valuesin the computation of the fixpoints,

we can construct aFDS that implementsϕ, thus solving the synthesis problem.

4.2 Picking and Minimizing the Synthesized Design

Formal verification methods are widely known for their extensive space complexity. Enumerated

algorithm, which evaluate state by state, are considered tobe hard by an order of a magnitude

comparing to symbolic algorithms, which evaluate sets of states. The weakness of [PPS06] stems

from its enumerated approach to the construction, and removal of redundancies. Although [PPS06]

discusses symbolic minimization of the resultingFDS, it does not consider a symbolic algorithm
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for the entire construction. It is yet an open question whether it is possible to directly construct

a symbolic representation (the resultingFDS), out of the GR[1] game, without the need for an

intermediate enumerated phase. In order to qualify synthesis as a front-end formal method solution,

we still await the extra step which will allow us to consider at least medium scale designs. We

believe that by avoiding all enumerated phases, [PPS06] canbe enhanced to scale up the size of

designs being considered.

Another important issue which is not fully addressed by [PPS06] is the choice of strategy to be

implemented. [PPS06] collects the set of strategies, and when constructing the result, an arbitrary

(single) strategy is picked to implement the design. The strategy is picked in a greedy step by step

manner, without considering the resulting symbolic automata size, the readability of the resulting

design, or any other factor. Another important question yetto be answered is whether we can

wisely pick a strategy out of the set of strategies, which will optimize some of these factors.
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